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Abstract. A multi-agent system has a high degree of concurrency. Petri
nets are a well-established means for the description of concurrent sys-
tems. Reference nets are higher level, object-oriented Petri nets. With
Renew (REference NEt Workshop), there exists a tool to model and ex-
ecute reference nets with seamless Java integration. So, reference nets
can be used to design executable multi-agent systems while hiding the
sometimes annoying details of concurrent implementations in traditional
programming languages. The technique is currently used to implement a
FIPA-compliant agent platform for multi-agent systems (called CAPA)
focused on retaining a maximum level of concurrency in the system.

1 Introduction

Multi-agent systems implicate a high degree of concurrency: Agents operate in-
dependently from each other and can engage themselves in several tasks simulta-
neously. But most conventional programming languages and therefore the agent
frameworks built upon them have only restricted support for concurrent systems.
A lot of syntactical or management overhead is needed when implementing con-
current systems using such techniques, which blurs the view on the essential
concurrency and synchronisation concepts. So, the sequential view of conven-
tional programming languages leads to systems which do not provide maximum
concurrency – it would be better to use a technique where concurrency is the
basic assumption, and where it can be explicitly restricted when inappropriate.

Petri nets provide a graphical-intuitive model with formal and precise seman-
tics to handle concurrency and synchronisation. With the extensions of higher
level nets, e.g. colored Petri nets, object oriented nets or reference nets, nets can
be used to model multi-agent systems efficiently. In our approach we mainly use
reference nets [11] because of their object-oriented character, their support of the
“nets within nets” paradigm, and the availability of the tool Renew (Reference
Net Workshop, [10]) which is able to execute reference nets with seamless Java
integration in its simulation engine.

The Mulan (Multi Agent Nets) architecture presented in [14] uses reference
nets to describe four levels of multi-agent systems from the overall system view
down to the agent-behavior modeling protocols. Although the Mulan model can
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be executed using the Renew tool, some practical features needed for interop-
erability with other agent platforms are missing. This is due to the conceptual
character of Mulan, where the inter-platform communication structures are mod-
eled as a net, allowing cross-platform communication between agents within the
net simulation only. To enable the agents to communicate with agents on other
platforms, either located at another host or implemented differently (or both),
the conceptual platform net of Mulan needs to be extended by a platform imple-
mentation oriented along the specifications generated by FIPA (Foundation for
Intelligent Physical Agents, [4]). The architecture of this agent platform, called
CAPA (Concurrent Agent Platform Architecture), is the subject of this paper.

2 Reference Nets and Concurrency

As the basic technique for modeling agent systems we use reference nets which
are a special kind of high-level Petri nets.1 In this contribution it is assumed
that the reader has some knowledge about Petri nets in general. However, the
relevant features of Petri nets and reference nets for this paper will be sketched
in the following. These are folding, concurrency, and some net extensions.

The basic net formalism of C/E-nets (Condition/Event-nets) comprises all
basic features of nets: sequence, synchronisation, conflict, and concurrency. These
concepts are also present in more abstract definitions like P/T-nets (Place/
Transition-nets) or reference nets. Concurrency can be found in Fig. 1, where
the transitions a and b can fire independently, simultaneous firing included.

a

b

Fig. 1. Concurrent transitions in a C/E-net

In Fig. 2 the concept of folding is shown. Folding can clarify net drawings
by combining similar structures of a net into one (parameterised) structure. The
net in Fig. 2a can be fold in two different ways: the result in Fig. 2b drops some
information and stays at the level of P/T-nets while the net in Fig. 2c preserves
all information by distinguishing the two tokens by colors.

Fig. 3 shows the folded net of Fig. 1. It is important to notice that even if
the structure of the resulting net in Fig. 3 seems to be sequential the behavior
remains fully concurrent as the net from Fig. 1.

1 An introduction to the capabilities of reference nets and their usage is given in [9].
The documentation shipped with Renew [10] provides a more detailed description
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Fig. 3. The net of Fig. 1 folded as a colored net

In our approach agents are represented by net instances as a specific feature
of reference nets. The static structure of a drawn net can be considered to be a
class while net instances are objects of the type of the related static net model.
Each instance has its own local marking, representing the state of the object.
Several instances therefore introduce concurrent behavior if they have at least
one activated transition each. Even more concurrency can be found if there are
(folded) concurrent parts in the net, which is the usual case for us. The instances
can be agents.

Reference nets allow communication between the instances by synchronous
channels. In Fig. 4 the main concepts can be seen. The transition in the system
net can use the reference ref to synchronise itself with transition b of the ob-
ject net through the synchronous channel :lookup. Both transitions have to fire
synchronously – if either one is not activated, the other cannot fire, too. The
information flow through the channel is bidirectional, so that transition b in this
example can bind the second channel parameter based on the first parameter
bound by transition a, resulting in the variable y bound to “6x7” . Synchronous
channels are the means for agents to communicate with their environment and
other agents.

The IDE (Integrated Development Environment) used for our approach is
Renew in combination with the Mulan architecture. This allows to build models
and systems at the same time, since reference nets are directly executable within
the Renew simulation engine. Based on the agent concepts each net instance can
be replaced by or connected to Java objects.

The new agent platform, called CAPA (Concurrent Agent Platform Archi-
tecture), is designed and implemented under the guideline of keeping the level of
concurrency as high as possible. The seamless Java integration of the Renew tool

of syntax and features of reference nets. The full reference net formalism, including
its theoretical foundations, is explained in [11].
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Fig. 4. Net instances communicating through a synchronous channel

allows to implement the agent platform in a mixture of Java and reference nets.
Therefore, the advantage of reference nets in handling concurrency and synchro-
nisation can be combined with the flexibility of the object-oriented programming
language when working with abstract data types or using the functionality pro-
vided by Java’s huge class library.

3 Multi-Agent Nets

The multi-agent system architecture Mulan [8] is based on the “nets within nets”
paradigm [17], which is used to describe the natural hierarchies in an agent
system. Mulan is implemented in Renew. Mulan has the general structure as
depicted in figure 52: Each box describes one level of abstraction in terms of
a system net. Each system net contains object nets, which structure is made
visible by the ZOOM lines.3

The net in the upper left describes an agent system, whose places contain
agent platforms as tokens. The transitions describe communication or mobility
channels, which build up the infrastructure. This is just an illustrating example,
the number of places and transitions or their interconnection has no further
meaning.

By zooming into the platform token on place p1, the structure of a platform
becomes visible, shown in the upper right box. The central place agents hosts
all agents, which are currently on this platform. Each platform offers services to
the agents, some of which are indicated in the figure.4 Agents can be created
(transition new) or destroyed (transition destroy). Agents can communicate by
message exchange. Two agents on the same platform can communicate by the
transition internal communication, which binds two agents, the sender and the

2 This is just a simplified version, since for example only some nodes are shown and
all synchronous channels are omitted.

3 This zooming into net tokens should not to be confused with place refining.
4 Note that only mandatory services are mentioned here. A typical platform will offer

more and specialised services, for example implemented by special service agents.
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Fig. 5. Agent systems as nets within nets

receiver, to pass one message over a synchronous channel.5 External communi-
cation (external communication) only binds one agent, since the other agent is
bound on a second platform somewhere else in the agent system. Also mobil-
ity facilities are provided on a platform: agents can leave the platform via the
transition send agent or transitions could enter the platform via the transition
receive agent from another platform.

Agents are also modeled in terms of nets. They are encapsulated, since the
only way of interaction is by message passing. Agents can be intelligent, since
they have access to a knowledge base. The behavior of the agent is described in
terms of protocols, which are again nets. Protocols are located as templates on
the place protocols. Protocol templates can be instantiated, which happens for
example if a message arrives. An instantiated protocol is part of a conversation

5 This is just a technical point, since via synchronous channels provided by Renew
asynchronous message exchange is implemented.
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and lies in the place conversations. The detailed structure of protocols and their
interaction have been addressed before in [8], so we skip the details here.

4 Concurrent FIPA-compliant Multi-agent Platform

Mulan is extended by a FIPA-compliant agent platform, called CAPA (Concur-
rent Agent Platform Architecture), in order to allow cross-platform communica-
tions. The new platform replaces the conceptual platform net described in the
previous section. The implementation tries to keep the highest level of concur-
rency by taking advantage from the possibility of mixing reference nets with
Java code.

To comply with the FIPA-2000 set of specifications, CAPA has to provide
for its agents the management and directory services AMS (Agent Manage-
ment System) and DF (Directory Facilitator), a local Message Transport System
(MTS), and an interface for communication with external platforms, the Agent
Communication Channel (ACC). FIPA-agents communicate using asynchronous
messages expressed in the FIPA ACL (Agent Communication Language), so an
internal representation for such messages is useful to simplify the message inter-
pretation of the agents.

4.1 Message Representation

ACL Messages are represented internally by objects following the key-value-tuple
concept given in the “FIPA Abstract Architecture” [4]. Many other information
structures used in messages, for example of the FIPA agent management on-
tology, are represented using the same key-value-tuple concept. In combination
with an similar value-tuple concept (without keys), these representation classes
can be used for several content languages and ontologies.6

A subsumption relation is defined upon both tuple classes to allow the agent
developer to use pattern matching in a similar way he can use the unification
mechanism included in reference nets. The possibility to use flexible pattern
matching saves the agent developer a lot of work when it comes to the analysis
of incoming messages.

For the implementation of the tuple classes there are two alternatives: Both
techniques, Java code or reference nets, could be used. The reference net im-
plementation of a key-value-tuple would be easy, since the formalism allows to
store the key-value-pairs as tuples in places. The pairs could be retrieved by
using unification for pattern matching with the key component of the tuples.
The Java implementation could build up upon existing classes implementing the
java.util.Map or List interfaces.

The main disadvantage of the net implementation is due to the lack of type-
checking and inheritance when using reference nets with synchronous channels

6 The reduction of different languages and ontologies to a generic tuple concept has
been inspired by the JAS architecture (see [6]).
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as interface: the net implementation would not be able to catch many of the
small careless mistakes made by a developer while he is sketching his agents.

But the decision for a Java implementation has its drawbacks, too. A muta-
ble, Map-based implementation of a container class has to be protected against
concurrent modifications. The synchronise feature of the Java language, which
could solve some of the concurrency-related issues, does not combine well with
the synchronisation scheme of Petri nets, because its text-based locking scheme
cannot be used to lock an object’s monitor across several transitions.

Nevertheless, CAPA message representation is currently done in Java, for
the advantage of type checking and inheritance, allowing for convenience meth-
ods that simplify the agent developer’s work. The synchronisation problem is
delegated to the agent implementation – it has to avoid access conflicts. An al-
ternative solution could be the use of immutable representation objects where
instead of every modification a new object gets instantiated.

4.2 Internal Interface to the Message Transport System

The interface between agents and the internal message transport system consists
of two synchronous channels (as depicted in Fig. 6). The agent has to provide
two uplinks, namely :receive(message) and :send(message), to which the trans-
port system connects via appropriate downlinks. The downlinks of the system
net need a reference to be established, this can be obtained through a test arc
from the active agents place. While the :send channel can be activated for any
message/agent combination, the :receive channel should only be triggered if the
message’s receiver entry matches the receiver reference used to establish the
channel.

The transport system interface could be specified alternatively by declaring
two Java methods. The transport system has to provide send(message) while
the agent offers a receive(message) method. But there is one main difference
between the synchronous channel interface and the Java-style interface: The
bidirectional information flow through a synchronous channel allows the same
reference direction to be used for the receive as well as for the send channel.
The object or net instance modeling the agent does not need a reference to the
transport system to send its messages. Instead, the environment of the agent
connects to the agent by using its reference from the platform management.
Despite of the “backward” direction of this connection, the agent can trigger the
send channel to the transport system at any time by putting a message in its
outgoing message place.7

The advantage of having an asymmetric relation between the agent platform
and agents is a simple security aspect: Since the agent does not have a reference
to the transport system or any other component of the platform implementa-
tion, it cannot abuse these references. Further, the platform can easily install a

7 Here it is assumed, of course, that the platform acts as cooperative environment for
the agent and does not block the channel – but uncooperative behavior would be
possible for the platform regardless of the reference direction.
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Fig. 6. The internal message transport interface

guarding instance between the agent and the transport system (without a need
to reconfigure the agent), which checks all inbound and outbound transmissions
for permission.

A look at the concurrency aspect of the synchronous channel interface shows
that it is not restricted in any way. A synchronous channel can be established
between any pair of activated transitions at any time, including the possibility
of synchronising one pair of transitions several times at once, if there is a suf-
ficient number of input tokens (e.g. messages) available. So any agent can send
several messages at one time as well as several agents can send their messages
simultaneously (the same holds, of course, for message delivery) – unless one
of the involved nets restricts the concurrency. On the transport system side of
the interface, the implementation takes care not to restrict the concurrency (for
example by using test arcs to fetch the agent references). If an agent imple-
mentation wants to reduce the concurrency, it can do so without affecting other
agents.

4.3 Message Transport System

The Mulan platform net distinguishes between internal (between agents on the
same platform) and external (cross-platform) communication (see Fig. 5). Cur-
rently, CAPA’s internal message transport system does not make this distinction
(this behavior may be subject to changes). So, all messages – wherever they come
from – are passed to the central MessageTransportService which provides the
functionality of the ACC from the “FIPA Transport Service Specification” [4].

The transport system architecture is defined by two Java interfaces, one
of which is the already mentioned MessageTransportService, the other de-
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clares the functionality of individual Transport protocol implementations. The
MessageTransportService inspects the message’s envelope, determines all pos-
sible Transports based on the envelope’s destination addresses and tries the
Transports until one of them succeeds in forwarding the message. The inter-
nal transport net mentioned before is hooked into the transport system as one
Transport offering the message transfer to all local agent addresses.

The default implementation of the MessageTransportService interface is
provided by the net depicted in figure 7. This figure shows executable “source
code” taken from the current implementation. The channel uplinks :transportMes-
sage, :getDescription, :addTransport and :removeTransport act as method bodies
for the Java method declarations from the MessageTransportService inter-
face. To avoid cluttering the graphical representation with large code blocks,
some functionality is moved into a Java class called ACCHelper. The methods of
this class are all static and – with the exception of tryTransportwhich possibly
forwards the message – free from side-effects.

The main part of the drawing looks like a sequence of loops. This rather se-
quential than concurrent impression is in fact correct with respect to the hand-
ling of one single message. The steps of extracting an address from the message
envelope, determining a Transport capable of reaching that address and letting
the Transport try to forward the message have to be done in this specific order.
As the FIPA Transport Service Specification suggests, multiple addresses from
a message envelope also have to be tried in the sequence given in the envelope
to respect the agents’ preferences. And the goal of not duplicating a message
unnecessarily enforces the sequential usage of multiple Transports which could
be able to forward the message.

But the inherent concurrency of Petri nets comes to effect immediately if
more than one message is in the system. Since all places not storing the message
tuple itself (e.g. all side conditions) are connected to transitions by using test
arcs, full concurrency is available. This even holds for the split parts of multi-
cast messages: After the transition labeled Message splitting has produced several
[envelope, message]-pairs (one for each addressee) from the original envelope
through a flexible output arc (with two arrow tips)8, these pairs are handled
completely independent from (and concurrent to) each other.

The independency of different message handling “threads” could be repre-
sented by creating one individual instance of a (nearly unmodified) message
transport net for every message. Such an implementation would come rather
close to the Java concurrency concept where an instance of Thread must be
used to handle each message in order to reach the same level of concurrency.
But in Renew, the folding of several net instances into one net instance is possi-
ble without a reduction in concurrency and avoids many net instantiations. The
flexible output arc used for message splitting helps in this mission because it
allows the folding of the creation of a dynamical number of net instances.

8 Flexible arcs are based upon the ideas used by Reisig in [15]. They transfer a dy-
namic amount of tokens, determined as a function of other input tokens. The exact
semantics for reference nets are described in the manual shipped with Renew [10].
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Fig. 7. MessageTransportService implementation
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4.4 Management and Directory Services

The Agent Management System (AMS) and the Directory Facilitator (DF) are
implemented as pure Mulan agents and run in CAPA like any other application-
specific agent. For each of the service functions required by the FIPA Agent
Management Specification there exists a protocol net which gets instantiated
when a message requesting this function is delivered to the agent. The database
of agent descriptions managed by AMS and DF is stored in their knowledge
bases and updated by their reactive protocols.

The implementation of both agents relies heavily on the refined default im-
plementation of the Mulan agent concept. This implementation, which serves
mainly as a proof of concept with practical use, can easily be replaced by any
other implementation conforming to the internal message transport interface.
The current implementation consists of three basic nets:

– An agent net implements the message transport interface described before.
Further it provides the glue between the knowledge base, the protocol fac-
tory and the application-specific protocols. Incoming messages which belong
to running conversations are directly forwarded to the protocol instance re-
sponsible for the conversation. All other incoming messages are handled by
the protocol factory (see below).

– A knowledge base net provides basic, key-value-tuple-like knowledge man-
agement. This net allows the agent’s protocols to create, read and modify
values for given keys. While concurrent read access is allowed, a modifica-
tion of any key currently requires exclusive access to the whole database.
However, the granularity of exclusive access can be changed by providing a
different implementation, for example based upon a database engine.

– A protocol factory net chooses protocols to instantiate based upon incoming
messages. The subsumption relation defined on the internal message rep-
resentation objects enables the factory to choose a protocol in accordance
to the most specific matching message pattern – allowing the agent devel-
oper to specify fall-back protocols associated to a general message pattern.
The instantiation of reactive protocols can occur concurrently – as often as
incoming messages are available.
Pro-active protocol instantiation is handled by the protocol factory, too.
But since a pro-active transition without preconditions can fire any number
of times (even concurrent to itself), the pro-active protocol instantiation is
currently restricted to a one-time-shot for practical reasons.

Based upon these three nets, any number of application-specific protocols can run
simultaneously. Synchronisation between running protocols appears indirectly,
when knowledge base modifications occur.

In the case of the AMS’s and DF’s directory functions, the search protocol
can run any number of times concurrently, because it requires read access only.
The other protocols modify the knowledge base by adding, removing or changing
entries in the directory. Therefore, all instances of these protocols contain – along
with some other preliminary transitions – one transition which requires exclusive
knowledge base access (excluding all read-only protocols, too).
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5 Related work

In [8], the Mulan approach has been compared with several other Petri net based
agent models, like those of Sibertin-Blanc et.al. [2], Fernandes and Belo [3],
Miyamoto and Kumagai [12], or Xu and Shatz [18]. The graphical models of
UML [16] and the agent-oriented extensions proposed by AUML [13] do not
provide all aspects covered by the reference net/Mulan approach in one diagram
type: mainly the exact operational semantics are missing.

Other FIPA-compliant agent platform implementations and agent develop-
ment environments exist, like FIPA-OS [5] or JADE [7]. CAPA implements again
technical features of those platforms that have to be implemented by each FIPA-
compliant agent platform, like message representation or transport protocols.
The main difference to those platforms is that CAPA does not need to worry
about task scheduling, threads or other means to provide concurrency to agents
– due to the existing Renew/Mulan-environment.

The effort of JAS [6] to create a Java interface framework for FIPA-compliant
agent platforms would be interesting to adopt by CAPA. Unfortunately, the JAS
effort was not grown enough when the main parts of CAPA were written to
integrate it from the beginning. However, there are some conceptual differences
between CAPA and JAS in how agents access platform services.

6 Conclusion

The Mulan architecture extended by the CAPA platform forms an agent frame-
work that provides concurrency at all architectural levels throughout the whole
system. A software engineer designing a multi-agent system based on this frame-
work can use as much of the concurrency as desired. The engineer gains freedom
in modeling the important concurrency aspect of multi-agent systems explicitly.

And the Mulan/CAPA framework is suitable for practical use. The platform
has reasonable performance for our test scenarios and is able to host agents
relying on the FIPA-proposed communication structure. This has been proved
by the implementation of a popular board game as a multi-agent system based
on the framework in a student project at the University of Hamburg.

These features are due to the approach of specifying a FIPA compliant agent
platform by using higher level Petri nets, whereas the specification can serve
as executable implementation with assistance of the Renew simulation engine.
The same approach is available to developers doing agent-oriented software-
engineering: They can use an efficient, fast and intuitive modeling technique for
concurrent systems at an abstract level – and get an executable implementation
in the same step.

The graphical representation of reference nets provides an intuitive means
with formal background and precise semantics for modeling concurrency and
synchronisation, which both are vital concepts within multi-agent systems. So
concurrency aspects can be modeled and discussed explicitly during agent de-
velopment, as it has been done during the development of CAPA.
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The tight integration of Java into Renew allows to integrate Java-implemented
parts into the multi-agent system. The element shift from reference nets to Java
or from Java to reference nets leads to an abstraction mechanism that com-
bines components from the different implementation techniques at the object or
agent level. The result is a clear decomposition of the system or model, using
aggregation as main relation concept.

The combination of Java and Renew as base technologies for the agent plat-
form has a couple of other advantages. The independency from technical plat-
forms provided by the Java runtime system allows the agent platform to run in
many technical environments. Java’s object-oriented type system and huge class
library make the development and integration of application-specific functional-
ity into the agent system easier.

The simulation of the running system by the Renew engine is animated and
can be inspected interactively, hence allowing validation of the built models and
systems. Using Petri nets for modeling multi-agent systems paves the way to
use existing methods and tools for formal Petri net analysis. These tools and
methods allow the developer to analyse and verify specific sub-cases of the nets
which have already been drawn during the development process.

In the context of Mulan, the support of agent mobility has already been
tried out, with weak and strong notions.9 CAPA is able to support different
mobility levels – a weaker mobility where the agent has to stop all activities and
extract its knowledge base before it can move is possible as well as transparent
serialisation of a running agent net instance with complete state transfer.

CAPA is on the way to become a FIPA-compliant agent platform. The
required communication infrastructure is already available, but it is currently
lacking a FIPA-compliant transport protocol. The platform is designed and im-
plemented with the integration of such a transport protocol in mind, but the
concrete implementation of the protocol has not been done yet. Therefore, the
interoperability with other FIPA-compliant platforms could not be tested up to
now, but will be done soon.

The protocol-driven agent model described in section 4.4 is not mandatory for
the use of CAPA. As long as it offers the synchronous channels required by the
internal message transport interface, any agent model – reactive or deliberative
– can be implemented and inserted into the agent system.

The future plan for the Mulan, CAPA, and Renew combination is to provide
a fully FIPA-compliant agent platform integrated into an IDE for the graphical
development of agents and multi-agent systems.
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